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Modifying knowledge-based systems (KBSs) is a com-
plex activity that needs to be performed very often.
The occurrence of changes in a KBSs environment, re-
quests for extending the system's functionality, and the
debugging of inadequate knowledge are some of the
events that demand modi�cations to a KBSs. One of
the di�culties of KBS modi�cations is that they might
require the modi�cation of several related portions of
the system. Determining what portions have to be
changed and how to change them requires a deep un-
derstanding of how the elements of the KBS interact.
This requirement is especially hard for users when the
rationale behind the design of a KBS or the details of
its implementation are unknown.

Although current Knowledge Acquisition (KA) tools
can lessen the burden of modifying KBSs, they do
not directly address the issue of how to modify re-
lated portions of a KBS in coordination. Consequently,
their support is limited. Some of these KA tools,
like SALT (Marcus and McDermott 1989), support
KBS modi�cations based on strong assumptions about
the underlying problem-solving strategy used by the
KBS. These tools can only support modi�cations to the
domain-dependent knowledge manipulated by the sys-
tem, which is a strong limitation of these tools. Other
tools, like EXPECT (Gil 1994), support KBS modi�ca-
tions based on the understanding of how KBS compo-
nents interact. These tools can support modi�cations to
any aspect of the KBS. Unfortunately, the understand-
ing of these interactions alone is insu�cient to deter-
mine how related components have to be modi�ed.

In this research, I aim to develop an approach for
building KA tools that both, provide strong guidance
to users and allow a wide range of modi�cations to
a KBS. My proposed approach consists of providing
a knowledge acquisition tools with knowledge acquisi-
tion scripts (or KA scripts) that represent prototypi-
cal procedures for modifying knowledge-based systems
(KBSs). More speci�cally, a KA script describes a pro-
totypical sequence of changes for following up the con-
sequences of previous changes to the KBS. An example
of a KA script is:
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if a) a change to a KBS makes a goal more general and
b) the modi�ed goal cannot be achieved

then generalize method that achieved the original goal

KA scripts enable a KA tool to relate changes concern-
ing di�erent parts of the KBS.
We have implemented a Script-based KA tool called

ETM that supports modi�cations of EXPECT KBSs.
The role of ETM is to help a user to bring a KBS back
to a coherent state after a user has performed some ini-
tial changes to the KBS using EXPECT conventional
KA tool (the KBS is assumed to be coherent before
starting its modi�cation). ETM engages in a loop in
which 1) it identi�es unattended consequences of pre-
vious changes, 2) suggests KA Scripts that take care of
those consequences, and 3) guides the user throughout
the application of one of these KA Scripts (chosen by
the user). A complete modi�cation usually requires of
the execution of several KA scripts. This is because
some changes can have several consequences that have
to be followed up by di�erent KA scripts, and because
the execution of some KA scripts have consequences
that also need to be followed up.
In developing ETM we addressed several research is-

sues that concerned the development of a KA script li-
brary, the coordination of the execution of KA scripts,
and the model of interaction with the user. We have
designed a KA script library that contains around 75
KA scripts (only a dozen were implemented).
We carried out a preliminary evaluation of ETM that

compared the performance in modifying KBSs for sub-
jects using ETM vs. subjects using EXPECT. The
experiment showed that subjects using ETM outper-
formed the ones using EXPECT, especially in the more
complex modi�cation tasks. These results suggests
that script-based knowledge-acquisition is a promising
technology. In this �rst experiment we chose subjects
that were already familiar with EXPECT but not with
ETM. We expect that the di�erence in performance will
be more signi�cant in our future experiments involving
subjects not familiar with EXPECT either.
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